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Remote sensing: from New Zealand to New York 
Radhika Subramaniam 
 
The following text is taken from the book “Manhattan Phrase 40.74279,-74.008981 to 40.728411,-
73.975679”, 2014. 
 
 
Shannon Novak’s Manhattan Phrase 40.74279,-74.008981 to 40.728411,-73.975679 contains in 
the title itself some of the fascinating conundrums it poses. The numbers refer to GPS 
coordinates, reflecting the curious combination of opacity and precision that the work bears in its 
relationship to the idea of site. An urban score created by Novak for Art in Odd Places 2013: 
Number, the project connects history to location through a soundtrack that intertwines a story of 
music with that of the city: here, the virtuoso pianist Anton Rubinstein performed in 1872 and 
there, Woody Guthrie lived in 1942. 
 
And so, it leads you down 14th Street in Manhattan accompanied by the disco beats of Go West 
by the Village People near the Hudson River until Woody Guthrie strums his guitar near Seventh 
Avenue. The bullfighters make a triumphal entrance with George Bizet’s Prelude at the corner of 
Irving Place until they are overtaken near Third Avenue by the strange warbles of the B-52’s 
Rock Lobster. You might think this was a particularly eclectic iPod mix as you make your way 
past the twelve locations from west to east, but there is more than just music at play. 
 
The experience Novak offers the walker connects footsteps to eyes and ears, sounds to colours 
and shapes, and the virtual and digital to the actual. At each location designated on a map, using 
the technology of Augmented Reality (AR), the viewer/listener can hold up his or her mobile 
device to a specific spot on the building and listen to music associated with it that is also 
translated into moving shapes and colours. This tripling of sound, image, and movement stems 
from Novak’s synesthesia, a sensory cross-pollination that results in his mapping of sound onto 
colour and shape. 
 
Tied though it might be to Novak’s own direct sensory perceptions of the world, the project itself 
is fundamentally prosthetic - not only is it created through the remote projections of Google 
Street View and GPS, it is also experienced by the viewer through a mobile device interface.  
Were it not for the fact that, as yet, AR technology is a little temperamental, the project might 
have been entirely created remotely by Novak alone. However, because of a need for clear, 
frontal images to serve as triggers, Art in Odd Places curatorial assistant, Claire Demere, took 
photographs on the ground with Novak’s guidance. 
 
Novak’s work raises several interesting questions about site, intervention, and the senses. Is it 
site-specific - where is it really located and what is the artist’s relationship to this location? Is it 
public, even a guerilla action on the facades of buildings, or an intimate handheld interaction - or 
both? Into whose experience does it insert itself and how? Dependent as it is on access to 
technology, who does the work address and engage? Will it invite remote interventions by others, 
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artists or not, into its phrasing? How do distance and perception, presence and absence relate in 
this work? 
 
Although anchored to places along the street, Manhattan Phrase 40.74279,-74.008981 to 
40.728411,-73.975679 is sited in networked space where it dips into the hyperlinked 
simultaneities of space and time. Novak’s imaginative infiltrations into the street, re-interpreted 
partly from its history, live in a parallel present, brought into an engagement with the here and 
now only through the activation of the viewer/listener. Once created, they remain as potential 
enhancements to our experience, mostly invisible and inaudible, but always available. The notes 
that sound in Novak’s work are certainly not part of the routine experience of New York’s 
stroller, who is lost in headphone music or tethered to another context by mobile phone. To 
interact with the work demands an attention to the street, not distraction. Only when you find the 
right sign and hold your device in front of it, do the notes sound and the shapes move - and then, 
you are remotely connected to the imagination of the artist. 
 
While the project was designed to be self-guided, Novak was able to lead tours of the work 
during the Art in Odd Places festival. The collective experience of viewing the work and talking 
together doubled the participants’ pleasure and amusement. However, the unexpected sight of 
many mobile phones and tablets trained on a sprinkler sign attracted the curious study of passers-
by, thereby resulting in giving an innocuous and sturdy standpipe or two–in an utterly moored 
present–their fifteen minutes of fame. 
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